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lzm Patent (liaison) Office 
10 Ava Road, Ava Tower #19-07 Singapore 329949 

Blk C-4, 13/F., Wing Hing Ind. Bldg., Hing Yip St.,Kwun Tong, Kln, H.K. 
Tel : (852)  3618-7808  9175-1482  6572-0195  (86) 755 2535-3546  FAX : (852) 3111-4197  3007-8352 

Websites: www.ycec.com  & www.ycec.net  Email: ycec_lzm@yahoo.com.hk 
 

Respectable 
President of the Legislative Council 
MP Leung Kwan-yuen 
Dear Sir: 

1 Legislative Council Road Central, HK
Legislative Council Complex

Public Complaints Office
Tel: 3919 3919 Fax: 25217518 

complaints@legco.gov.hk
    I, Lin Zhen Man, HKID D188015 (3), about your LegCo Ref No : CP/C 85/2020  
    In my email sent on May 15, 2020, on account of the Department of Health only by natural, out of body 
thing again to "diagnosis" fake for in body morbidity in this way to upside down medical ethics and anti-bone 
terrible of the "isolation order" from the LegCo approved that had wrong earlier, so all citizens were to fooled 
and lead HK economic losses great, but you to write on May 15, 2020 in reply『"diagnosis methods may involve 
criminal charges event" is not a legislative appeal system deal with the scope of』refuse handle to inform me, so I 
only again by a letter on June 03, 2020 to urge you must to handle, it because of: 

According A501 rules of procedure of legislation 22. , chairman you has the responsibility to interpellation the 
Department of Health and specifies a write reply, yet or not?  

And according to the 73 Article of Basic Law, the mandate (6) and (8) of Legislative Council that concerning public 
interests must to debate and to accept a HK’s resident complaints and handle, yet or not?  

Also specifically told:『As the Police in four days of the end of May unexpectedly had three constables to sudden 
death of the key causes of death just in wearing masks the epidemic prevention is limited but it could be to lead 
the anaerobic respiration similar to mountain sickness patient's blood-anoxic brain apoplexy, as Chinese 
Ambassador of Israel also suddenly died in the midnight, the more such as www.ycec.com/HK/200519-mask-murder.pdf 
visible back in April in inland of China there were four middle school students wearing masks to run so to sudden 
death!』or to read the attachments, and also can to see at www.ycec.com/HK/200602e.pdf I just now a letter to the 
Commissioner of Police that "wear masks not like a murder trap" can cause the increase of brain cell death 
and day by day as a mountain sickness patient if not to sudden death for a short while it will also make other any 
pathological changes can be short-lived perfectly described clearly in this letter! 

That is such an important public lives benefits before, but you on June 08, 2020 still claim by『"wear masks 
not like a murder trap may involve criminal charges event" is not a legislative appeal system deal with the scope 
of』refuse handle to inform me, apparently can’t be wrong again and again! 

The first to commit a penal offense is that the Food and Health Bureau and the Department of Health 
already to made you undoubtedly, if you do not according A501 rules of procedure of legislation to bring up an 
interpellation and specifies a write reply it will lead the public also can to accountability you whether a suspect 
of slaughtering public lives in partnership?  As follows: 

Firstly,   the member of LegCo had responsibilities to supervise the work of Gov., in such penal offense 
before if not to interpellation to offend Misfeasance in public office that superficial evidence already 
first in here to set up and in line with Cap.8《Evidence Ordinance》O.15 can to be indictable 
conviction of public prosecution;  

Secondly,  to arrogation is not an appeal scope of LegCo also to offend Cap.284《Misrepresentation 
Ordinance》Crime of forgery and Cap.200《Crimes Ordinance》O.36 & O.38 more equal to partnership 
slaughter public it inevitable first also made Cap.201《prevention of bribery Ordinance》O.12A 
Conspiracy Crime the superficial evidence to establishment, and the O.19 also visible is not belong to 
a custom not to be a defence, the department of Justice may be according O.23 to obtain evidence 
more by O.24 visible Excellency still more have to give proof to deny responsibility by self;  

Thirdly,   refusing to question the Food and Health Bureau as a partnership to force citizens to wear 
masks also offend Cap. 427《Crimes (Torture) Ordinance》； 
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Fourthly,  LegCo to authorized the quarantine order by counterfeit "diagnosis" means also to offend 
Cap.212《Offences against the Person Ordinance》O.5 Conspiring or soliciting to commit murder 
and Cap.383《Hong Kong Bill of Rights Ordinance》； 

Fifthly,   under the shelter by you refuse to interpellation, so the Department of Health again continue to 
use that fraud "diagnosis" means just can to let only seven days available health-code even must 
above thousand HKD is it still to continue partnership robbery the money of citizen and you have 
the money divided?  It obviously to offend Cap.210《Theft Ordinance》O.2 already to affirm 
permit by public prosecution, and the ICAC more according to Cap. 204《Independent Commission 
Against Corruption Ordinance》O.10 no warrant just can to arrested go to court; 

All in all, it is because you have the right to order Food and Health Bureau and the Department of Health 
in the 14days of after tomorrow to in writing reply to arraign the fact in my letter on May 15, 2020, otherwise 
you must to quote the《rules of debate》section 14 (3) to convene a legislative assemblies to withdraw the attach 
legislation of Cap.599 the term of validity, so as not to Excellency with LegCo above the face unrecognizable 
and my complaints for public had to sigh stop here!  

Also because of the public benefits and life to endanger present, this letter will be fax directly to the Criminal 
Prosecution Office of Department of Justice & ICAC who already have the extremely big duty direct to intervene 
rid of harm for people, only can to avoid the Department of Health continue to use by out of body things again 
"diagnosis" to fake for in body morbidity in this way absurd matchless means to disaster all HK economy into 
a bottomless pit! 

And epidemic prevention force is very limited of the evil wind of wear masks on the contrary to lead anaerobic 
respiration to make the brain cell death day by day increasing trigger altitude sickness so sudden death of 
police officers, civil servants and citizen or other pathological changes only can no longer, to include Director of 
health CHAN Hon-yee visible at TV to said if on social occasions with no symptoms there is no need to wear 
masks at the end of January!  But on May 28, 2020, Excellency you refused to reply to me the day in the first 
place had a police officer to sudden death it also can be a sign that Heaven is action warning to you?!  

Raise your head three feet just have gods, but on the contrary, already to political-abnormal of your MP 
why still can to continue wear mask to mislead citizen?  So mask MP everyone also ought take out one million 
to indemnify the bereaved only can to avoid to sudden death of three police officers and their soul lingering if not 
it will to harm contrary to harm self, sincere advice in here!  Therefore, please at once earnest reply this letter 
only can avoid to public discussion!  

This letter can be later from www.ycec.com/HK/200613e.pdf or turn to ycec.sg and ycec.net even available 
for download! 

Sincerely! 
 

June 13, 2020                                                 D188015(3)  

The same must attachment to:                                         Lin Zhen Man  
Legislative Council Secretariat & 70 members;  CE Carrie Lam：Tel：2878 3300 Fax: 25090580 
 Cheng Yeuk-wah Director & Criminal Prosecution Office: Tel: 3918 4215 Fax: 39184119 Fax: 28770171 
Chief Secretary for Administration: Tel:2810-2323 3655-5273  Fax: 28820099 28046552 
ICAC Director:     Tel：2826-3112  Fax: 28108956 
Commissioner of Police, complain SGT:  Tel: 2860-2001  Fax: 28656546   Fax: 22004463 
Coroner's Court of Tongzhou Street:    Tel:3916 6204 Fax: 25681735 
President of HK’s eleven Universities, Every medium, Bar Association & Law Society of HK each members, 
because the times limited or turn to email!  
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Respectable 
Commissioner of Police 
Mr.Tang Ping-keung 
Dear Sir: 

HK Police Headquarters 
1 Arsenal Street, Wanchai

Tel: 2860-2001 Fax: 28656546
cp@police.gov.hk

I, Lin Zheman, D188018(3), the relevant file number is: CAPO HKI RN16000117 . 
That about before have 122 constables of Shi Kiaowei police station to trapped the "diagnosis" 

of the crisis, so I had write a letter on April 10, 2020 after not find have a news report again that 
apparently to handled properly commendable! 

But the day before yesterday to appear in the newspapers had a not chronic sheriff fainted and 
another 56ages of senior constable also to coma on the 28th they were same at home after equal to 
hospitalized incurable, although otherwise a male police officer of the West Kowloon Transportation 
Department suspected apoplexy and recovered sober, but today news still had an off-duty constable of 
48ages to sudden death, and although the report to indicate who was a chronic patient of diabetes, 
hypertension and Chronic kidney disease to perplex, but apparently the whole with hypoxia-related! 

This is wear-mask is harmful health to further witness, as in www.ycec.com/HK/200330.pdf visible I 
had a letter to Mr. Cheung Kin-chung director the attachment same fax to Excellency stated, now further 
inform to wear a mask that epidemic prevention efforts limited but to lead the anaerobic respiration 
as your police force in four days actually had three constables to sudden death that critical cause 
of death in where?  As follows: 

1．Wearing a mask will to make the inlet air oxygen to reduce, on account of the wearer's 
exhaled breath humidity is large it can to make the masks wet also everyone known, and 
not different from "respiratory blockage", the wearer as being abducted to:  

a. As lake eruptions the air oxygen of nearby to suck by eruptions mist to lead breathing 
hard of passers as today’s mask wearer to sudden death is also common; 

b. As in robber or abduct case to common hostage usual by fabric or gummed tape to gag 
as today’s mask wearer to sudden death is also common; 

c. As water-boarding the criminal offender on head to cover cloth after again to water let 
the oxygen low to breathe hard as today to sudden death the mask wearer; 

2．That is, the mask can make wearer the inlet oxygen to descend contrary for inert gas, 
nitrogen, carbon dioxide etc. to supersede lead not alike degree anoxemia is the key cause 
of death of the three policemen today, as follows:  
a.  As the mother body of blood hypoxia resulting fetal asphyxia also common;  
b.  It also more as the mountain sickness patient's blood hypoxia is the brain-apoplexy or 

other pathological changes sufferer to sudden death the principal cause;   
c.  For example at www.ycec.com/HK/200519-mask-murder.pdf visible there had 4 middle 

school students wearing masks to run so to sudden death;  
As above the stated already clearly, your three constables to sudden death of time also 

undecided have to wear a mask, it is because such work every day to wear masks the hypoxia was to 
become inertia, also inevitable to lead loss the routines of blood circulation if then as the time to long 
after, the cerebral ischemia will to cause the brain cell to die day by day to add, if no sudden death 
in a moment who also will to lead other pathological changes maybe burst so to short-life also for 
the blind spot of current medical!  

Still more as in www.ycec.com/HK/200515.pdf visible "wear masks not just like a murder trap" also 
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at I had a letter to the Legislative Council the attachment same fax to Excellency the stated more 
clearly surely, the Chuang Shuk Kwan of Department of Health at once to disappeared on the second day 
and must by wireless TV to report the people number of "diagnosed", but on the third day, just let 
the Yuan Guoyong of HKU put on TV taking the caged hamster to prove that the mask is beneficial to 
reduce the infection rate, as this one-sided statements of everyone knows is it possible to cease to be 
angry for the murder trap of the mask?   Even as the Israeli ambassador who same to 
sudden death in the midnight, so your sudden death of three police officers families apparently can 
to hold this letter as evidence to claim but also difficult to appease their inner fury, also today’s 
wear-mask already to politicized, but I cannot too must further inform this details:  please pass 
on that it is unusual perspiration while on the street patrol if politicized not to wear mask cannot 
who also must broaden mask not to stay close to nose-mouth, and let the “Lung-Airstreams Epidemic 
Prevention Law" to use everyday three times for a body-building inertia that just can to let the lung 
capacity to go up not hypoxia to avoid again have sudden death of police officers!  

This letter can be downloaded from www.ycec.com/HK/200602e.pdf later, sincerely! 
 

June 02, 2020                                                  D188015(3)     

                                          
                                                              Lin Zhen Man 
Duplicate to Complain SGT at HK Island office                         
Lam face east Sheriff  Tel: 3661-1755  Fax: 2200 4463                        
 

 
 

 




